
certificate in the form & from the authority prescribed in OM under reference.(As per the 
annexure at the end of the detailed advertisement) 
 Age relaxation of 10 years in upper age limit is admissible for PwD subject to the
condition that maximum age of the applicant on the crucial date shall not exceed 56
years for the post of MTS (Gen) only.
 If a person with disability is entitled to age concession by virtue of being a Central
Government employee, concession to his/her will be admissible either as a person with
disability or as a Central Government employee whichever is more beneficial to
him/her.

Note 1: The post of SA/Exe, being an operational post, is not reserved for any category (HH, OH, VH & 
Autism) of PwD. Hence, they NEED NOT apply. However, the post of MTS/Genis reserved for all 
categories (HH, OH, VH & Autism) (except 100% blind) of PwD. 

Note 2: The reservation of vacancies for OBC, SC, ST, EWS, Ex-Servicemen&PswD is as per 

rules/roster. 

Note 3: The candidate can opt for the post of SA/Exe or MTS/Gen or both. In case, a candidate opts for 

both the posts, he would be first considered for the post of SA/Exe & then for the post of MTS/Gen. 

However, in case, he is finally selected for the post of SA/Exe, his candidature for the post of MTS/Gen 

would stand cancelled. 

Note 4: The candidate can opt only for one SIB and would, thus, be considered for vacancies earmarked for 

the said SIB only.Applications received for more than one SIB from a candidate would be summarily 

rejected. 

2. Service liability: The post involves All India Service liability. Therefore, the candidates willing to

serve anywhere in India only need to apply.

3. Scheme of Examination:

Tier Description of examination Marks Time 

Tier-I 
(Common for 

SA/Exe & 
MTS/Gen) 

Online Exam of Objective type MCQs, divided into 5 parts 
containing 20 questions of 1 mark each on: 
a) General Awareness
b) Quantitative aptitude
c) Numerical/analytical/Logical ability& reasoning
d) English language &
e) General Studies
[Negative marking of ¼ mark for each wrong answer.]

100 1 hr 

Tier-II#

 (Common for SA/Exe 
& MTS/Gen) 

Offline Exam of Descriptive type 
a) Translation of a passage of 500 words from local

language/dialect to English and vice versa.
40 1 hr 

Part of Tier-II (for 
SA/Exe only) 

b) Spoken ability {to be assessed at the time of Tier-III exam
(Interview/ Personality test)} 

10 - 

Tier-III* Interview/Personality test 50 -
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